Measuring entropy in continuous and digitally filtered neural signals.
Neurons receive, process and transmit information using two distinct types of signaling methods: analog signals, such as graded changes in membrane potential, and binary digital action potentials. Quantitative estimates of information in neural signals have been based either on information capacity, which measures the theoretical maximum information flow through a communication channel, or on entropy, the amount of information that is required to describe or reproduce a signal. Measurement of entropy is straightforward for digital signals, including action potentials, but is more difficult for analog signals. This problem compromises attempts to estimate information in many neural signals, particularly when there is conversion between the two signal formats. We extended an established method for action potential entropy estimation to provide entropy estimation of analog signals. Our approach is based on context-independent data compression of analog signals, which we call analog compression. Although compression of analog signals is computationally intensive, we describe an algorithm that provides practical, efficient and reliable entropy estimation via analog compression. Implementation of the algorithm is demonstrated at two stages of sensory processing by a mechanoreceptor.